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**Drug treatment programs:**
crimes, punishment and criminal procedure,
creating the crime of endangerment; relating to further
amendments to the Kansas criminal code; controlled
substances; sentencing guidelines grid for drug crimes;
drug treatment programs; disposition and supervision of
offenders ........................................................................................ 150

**Drugs:**
prescription of drugs,
relating to controlled substances, electronic prescription and
the prescription monitoring program .............................................. 107

**Ducks unlimited license plate:**
motor vehicles,
distinctive license plates; temporary vehicle registration
permits .................................................................................................. 130

**DUI:**
driving,
relating to fines; creating the crime of refusing to submit to
a test to determine the presence of alcohol or drugs;
relating to driver’s licenses; driving under the influence;
administrative penalties; crimes, punishment and criminal
procedure ....................................................................................... 172

**Economic development:**
relating to the powers, duties and functions transferred to the
secretary of commerce from Kansas, Inc.,
making changes in references and transfers to state officers
and agencies with respect thereto; trailer bill for 2011
executive reorganization order (ERO) 37 .............................. 65
STAR bonds,
concerning the STAR bonds financing act; relating to the
provisions regarding STAR bond projects; extending the
sunset date; regarding bond interest rates ................................ 167
Education ................................................................. 155
compulsory school attendance laws,
educational alternatives .......................................................... 76
low-income family postsecondary savings account incentive
program .................................................................................. 118
Education, boards of;
education ............................................................................. 155
Education, department of;
appropriations ........................................................................ 175
KAN-ED ................................................................................. 173
Education, state board of;
education ................................................................. 155, 159
elections and campaign finance ............................................. 122
postsecondary technical education,
career technical education programs and workforce grants ........ 168
state institutions,
special education and related services provided by the state
school for the blind and the state school for the deaf .............. 108
Educational alternatives;
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motor vehicles,
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permits .............................................................................. 130
Educational institutions;
postsecondary technical education,
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state educational institutions,
relating to the state educational institution project delivery
construction procurement act and expiration thereof ............. 57
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motor vehicles,
distinctive license plates; temporary vehicle registration
permits ............................................................................................ 130

Elections;
agriculture,
relating to dairy production facilities and establishment
procedures; swine production facilities and establishment
procedures ........................................................................................ 141
elections and campaign finance ..................................................... 122

Elections and campaign finance ......................................................... 122

Electricians, plumbers, or mechanical heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC) contractors;
experience requirements for certain contractors ............................ 43

Electronic chattel paper;
uniform commercial code,
secured transactions ........................................................................ 84

Electronic cigarettes;
cigarettes and tobacco products ...................................................... 127

Electronic monitoring;
crimes, punishment and criminal procedure,
lifetime electronic monitoring of certain offenders ......................... 32

Electronic prescription;
prescription of drugs,
relating to controlled substances, electronic prescription and
the prescription monitoring program ............................................... 107

Electronics;
portable electronics insurance act ................................................. 44

Emergencies or accidents;
public health,
relating to emergency care or assistance at the scene of an
emergency or accident, concerning certain contracts by the
board of healing arts with persons licensed to practice the
healing arts ..................................................................................... 116

Emergency medical services board;
appropriations .................................................................................. 175

Employers and employees;
employment,
creating the professional employer organization registration
act ..................................................................................................... 142

post audit, division of,
employees; criminal history record check ........................................... 20

retirement and benefits,
relating to the Kansas public employees retirement fund;
alternative investments ................................................................. 96

relating to the Kansas public employees retirement system and
systems thereunder; employer affiliation, participation by
certain employees and contribution rate; applicability of
certain federal internal revenue code provisions ....................... 11

retirement and pensions,
relating to the Kansas public employees retirement system and
systems thereunder; enacting the Kansas public employees
retirement system act of 2015; providing terms, conditions,
requirements, benefits and contributions related thereto;
relating to employer and employee contributions; member
election; employment after retirement; plan of death and
long-term disability benefits; members of legislature, rate of
compensation; retirement benefit options; fiscal notes on bills
that provide retirement benefit enhancements, actuarial cost;
sale of real estate of state agencies, disposition of proceeds
to KPERS fund; authorized transfers from expanded lottery
act revenues fund; making certain appropriations for fiscal
year 2013 .......................................................................................... 171

Employers, labor organizations and certain contractors .................. 134

Employment;
professional employer organization registration act,
creating ....................................................................................... 142

Emporia state university;
appropriations ................................................................. 175

Endangerment;
crimes, punishment and criminal procedure,
creating the crime of endangerment; relating to further
amendments to the Kansas criminal code; controlled
substances; sentencing guidelines grid for drug crimes;
drug treatment programs; disposition and supervision of
offenders ......................................................................................... 150

Energy;
natural gas public utilities cooperatives, certain,
deregulation .................................................................................. 71

state corporation commission,
powers and duties .................................................................... 101
Energy storage;
   energy,
   state corporation commission, powers and duties ......................... 101

Environmental protection agency, United States;
   cities,
   dissolution, certain cities .......................................................... 36

ERO No. 36 from 2011 session;
   wildlife, parks and tourism, Kansas department of,
   updating references and corresponding changes due to
   transfer of powers and duties from the department of commerce ..... 47

ERO No. 37 from 2011 session;
   economic development,
   relating to the powers, duties and functions transferred to the
   secretary of commerce from Kansas, Inc.; making changes in
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   respect thereto; trailer bill for 2011 executive reorganization
   order (ERO) 37 ............................................................................. 65

ERO No. 38 from 2011 session;
   health care finance,
   relating to updating references and corresponding changes
   due to transfer of powers and duties from the Kansas health
   policy authority and hospital provider assessment ....................... 102

ERO No. 41;
   renaming agencies,
   consolidating the financing arm of Medicaid in the Kansas
   department of health and environment division of health
   care finance; renaming the former department on aging as
   the department for aging and disability services and
   consolidating all disability waiver and mental health services
   from the department of social and rehabilitation services into
   the new agency; and renaming the department of social and
   rehabilitation services as the department for children and
   families ...................................................................................... 185

Evaluations;
   commitment of sexually violent predators,
   evaluations; testimony of expert witnesses .................................... 59

Examination of an insurance company;
   costs ............................................................................................ 137

Executive reorganization order no. 36 from 2011 session;
   wildlife, parks and tourism, Kansas department of,
updating references and corresponding changes due to transfer of powers and duties from the department of commerce .....47

Executive reorganization order no. 37 from 2011 session;
educational development,
relating to the powers, duties and functions transferred to the secretary of commerce from Kansas, Inc.; making changes in references and transfers to state officers and agencies with respect thereto; trailer bill for 2011 executive reorganization order (ERO) 37 .................................................................65

Executive reorganization order no. 38 from 2011 session;
health care finance,
relating to updating references and corresponding changes due to transfer of powers and duties from the Kansas health policy authority and hospital provider assessment ...................... 102

Executive reorganization order no. 41;
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consolidating the financing arm of Medicaid in the Kansas department of health and environment division of health care finance; renaming the former department on aging as the department for aging and disability services and consolidating all disability waiver and mental health services from the department of social and rehabilitation services into the new agency; and renaming the department of social and rehabilitation services as the department for children and families 185

Expanded lottery act revenues fund;
retirement and pensions,
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Expert witnesses;
commitment of sexually violent predators,
evaluations; testimony of expert witnesses ..................................... 59
criminal procedure,
discovery and production requirements of defense attorneys .......... 40
Extended care permit;
dental care ................................................................................... 109
Extension and drainage districts;
elections and campaign finance ..................................................... 122
Eyes;
ophtalmology law ........................................................................... 8

Failure to report;
children and minors,
reporting of disappearance or death of a child; interference
with law enforcement ........................................................................ 119
Fair board, state;
appropriations ............................................................................... 175
Fair, Kansas state;
alcoholic beverages .................................................................. 144
Family and children investment fund;
motor vehicles,
distinctive license plates; temporary vehicle registration
permits ................................................................................................ 130
Family foster home;
crimes, criminal procedure and punishment,
relating to protective orders; relating to permanent orders;
relating to unlawful sexual relations ............................................... 138
Family law code, Kansas;
domestic relations,
enacting the batterer intervention program certification act;
relating to case management; recodification of the Kansas
family law code .................................................................................. 162
Family law code, Kansas-revised;
courts,
court fees and costs; judicial branch surcharge fund ..................... 66
Farm animal and field crop and research facilities protection act;
agriculture,
animal health .................................................................................. 125
Farm names; county clerk, repealing the statute concerning the recording of farm names .......... 78

Farm wineries; alcoholic beverages ............................................................................ 144

Farming; agriculture, relating to dairy production facilities and establishment procedures; swine production facilities and establishment procedures ........................................ 141

FBI; courts, court fees and costs; judicial branch surcharge fund ......................... 66 post audit, division of, employees; criminal history record check .................................. 20

Federal internal revenue code; retirement and benefits, relating to the Kansas public employees retirement system and systems thereunder; employer affiliation, participation by certain employees and contribution rate; applicability of certain federal internal revenue code provisions.............................. 11

Fees and salaries; courts, court fees and costs; judicial branch surcharge fund ..................... 66 sheriffs, fees ........................................................................................................ 151

Feral swine; agriculture, animal health ........................................................................ 125

Fertilizers and pesticides; repealing several laws concerning agriculture ................... 156

Festivals, official state; designating the official state wheat festival, official state watermelon festival ......................................................... 104

Film services commission, Kansas; concerning the arts, creating the creative arts industries commission within the department of commerce; transferring the powers, functions and duties from the Kansas arts commission and the Kansas film services commission to the Kansas creative arts
industries commission; abolishing the Kansas arts commission and the Kansas film services commission; creating the arts industries commission checkoff .......................... 111

Finance council, state:
appropriations .................................................................................................................. 175

Financial assistance:
postsecondary technical education,
career technical education programs and workforce grants ........... 168

Financial institutions:
concerning the powers and duties of certain state officials who regulate certain financial institutions,
relating to the powers and duties of the state bank commissioner; relating to the powers and duties of the credit union administrator .............................................................. 161

Financial-compliance audit:
post audit, division of,
statewide financial audit ......................................................................................... 74

Financing statements:
uniform commercial code,
secured transactions .................................................................................................. 84

Fines:
driving,
relating to fines; creating the crime of refusing to submit to a test to determine the presence of alcohol or drugs;
relating to driver’s licenses; driving under the influence;
administrative penalties; crimes, punishment and criminal procedure .......................................................................................................................... 172

Fingerprinting:
concerning the powers and duties of certain state officials who regulate certain financial institutions,
relating to the powers and duties of the state bank commissioner; relating to the powers and duties of the credit union administrator .............................................................. 161

Fire marshal, state:
appropriations .................................................................................................................. 175
qualifications of the office .............................................................................................. 92

Fire prevention and inspection:
General Index

Chapter

fire marshal, state,
  qualifications of the office .......................................................... 92

Fire protection;
  law enforcement training act, Kansas ........................................... 89

Firefighters;
  health insurance,
    continuation of ........................................................................ 152

Fishing;
  hunting and fishing,
    relating to use of land; relating to penalties; the department
    of wildlife, parks and tourism; relating to licenses ...................... 154

Fleeing or eluding;
  covered offenses and conduct giving rise to forfeiture,
    relating to fleeing or eluding .................................................... 60

Fleet motor vehicle;
  commercial vehicles,
    requiring an annual commercial vehicle fee ............................. 87

Flex accounts, multi-year;
  water,
    multi-year flex accounts ......................................................... 7

Floyd H. Robinson memorial highway;
  designating a portion of United States highway 75 as the
    Floyd H. Robinson memorial highway ...................................... 12

Floyd H. Robinson memorial highway Vietnam MIA;
  designating a portion of United States highway 75 as the
    Floyd H. Robinson memorial highway Vietnam MIA .................. 12

Food, drug and cosmetic act;
  agriculture, department of,
    relating to the duties of the secretary of agriculture;
    inspections; licensing .............................................................. 145

Food establishments;
  agriculture, department of,
    relating to the duties of the secretary of agriculture;
    inspections; licensing .............................................................. 145

Food processing plants;
  agriculture, department of,
    relating to the duties of the secretary of agriculture;
    inspections; licensing .............................................................. 145

Food safety fee fund;
  agriculture, department of,
Chapter

relating to the duties of the secretary of agriculture; inspections; licensing ................................................................. 145

Food sales tax refund;
taxation,
relating to income tax, rate for individuals, credits, deductions
and income determination; severance tax, exemptions;
homestead property tax refunds; food sales tax refund .......... 135

Food vending machines;
agriculture, department of,
relating to the duties of the secretary of agriculture;
inspections; licensing ................................................................. 145

Foreign law;
concerning the protection of rights and privileges granted under
the United States or Kansas constitutions ...................................... 136

Forestry, fish and game;
courts,
court fees and costs: judicial branch surcharge fund ....................... 66

Forfeiture;
covered offenses and conduct giving rise to forfeiture,
relating to fleeing or eluding .......................................................... 60

Fort Hays state university;
appropriations ............................................................................. 175

Foundation for agriculture in the classroom license plates, Kansas;
motor vehicles,
distinctive license plates; temporary vehicle registration
permits ............................................................................................ 130

Frankfort Boys World War II Memorial highway;
designating part of K-99 as the Frankfort Boys World War II
Memorial highway .......................................................................... 9

Funeral establishments;
disposition of unclaimed cremated remains,
relating to veterans cremated remains ............................................. 86

G

Galactosemia;
health and environment, department of,
relating to education and screening for congenital
hypothyroidism, galactosemia, phenylketonuria and other
genetic diseases and disorders; creating the Kansas
newborn screening fund .............................................................. 114

**Garnishment and attachment;**
civil procedure .............................................................................. 68

**Genetic diseases and disorders;**
health and environment, department of,
relating to education and screening for congenital
hypothyroidism, galactosemia, phenylketonuria and other
genetic diseases and disorders; creating the Kansas
newborn screening fund ................................................................. 114

**Geographic information, systems and services;**
establishing the Kansas geographic information systems policy
board and the office of state geographic information systems
officer .................................................................................................. 174

**Geographic information systems policy board;**
geographic information, systems and services,
establishing the Kansas geographic information systems
policy board and the office of state geographic information
systems officer ................................................................................... 174

**Geological survey, Kansas;**
geographic information, systems and services,
establishing the Kansas geographic information systems
policy board and the office of state geographic information
systems officer ................................................................................... 174

**Governor, office of the;**
centering individuals with disabilities ..................................... 163

**Governor’s department;**
appropriations .................................................................................. 175

**Grain, seed, hay or coal;**
including grain, seed, hay or coal,
penalties, civil liability and attorney fees ........................................ 79

**Grandparents;**
children,
grandparent custody, visitation and residency .................... 115
domestic relations,
reenactment the batterer intervention program certification act;
relating to case management; recodification of the Kansas
family law code; grandparent visitation rights .......................... 162

**Grants and scholarships;**
postsecondary technical education,
career technical education programs and workforce grants .......... 168
Chapter

Grape and wine industry advisory council; agriculture, relating to the Kansas department of agriculture; changes due to the establishment of the division of animal health, the agriculture marketing and promotions program and the division of conservation; agricultural boards and advisory bodies .............................................................................. 140

Greyhounds; agriculture, animal health .................................................................................. 125

Groundwater; water, division of a water right; project permits for sand and gravel operations ........................................................................................................ 133
multi-year flex accounts ...................................................................................... 7
water right abandonment ........................................................................... 6

Groundwater management districts; water, local enhanced management areas; groundwater management districts .............................................................................................62
water right transition assistance program ........................................... 106

Guardianship program, Kansas; appropriations ............................................................................. 175

Guest houses; agriculture, department of, relating to the duties of the secretary of agriculture; inspections; licensing ............................................................................. 145

H

Habeas corpus; civil procedure, relating to social and rehabilitation services ......................... 90

Handguns; wildlife, carrying a handgun while lawfully hunting ............................................ 49

Handicapped persons; intellectual disability, providing for a change in terminology in the statutes from the terms mental retardation, handicap and similar terms to
the term intellectual disability and similar terms ......................... 91

**Happy hour:**
- alcoholic beverages ................................................................. 144

**Healing arts, state board of:**
- appropriations ............................................................................ 175
- public health,
  - relating to emergency care or assistance at the scene of an emergency or accident, concerning certain contracts by the board of healing arts with persons licensed to practice the healing arts .......................................................... 116

**Health:**
- addictions counselor licensure act .............................................. 58
- courts,
  - court fees and costs; judicial branch surcharge fund .................. 66
- dental care .................................................................................... 109
- disposition of unclaimed cremated remains,
  - relating to veterans cremated remains ....................................... 86
- health and environment, department of,
  - licensure of maternity centers and child care facilities ............. 99
- intellectual disability,
  - providing for a change in terminology in the statutes from the terms mental retardation, handicap and similar terms to the term intellectual disability and similar terms .................. 91
- mental health information,
  - access by law enforcement officers ........................................... 39
- optometry law .............................................................................. 8
- prescription of drugs,
  - relating to controlled substances, electronic prescription
    and the prescription monitoring program ................................. 107
- speech-language pathologists and audiologists ......................... 100
- storage tank act, Kansas,
  - underground storage tank fund .................................................. 22

**Health and environment, department of:**
- cities,
  - dissolution, certain cities ......................................................... 36
- crimes, criminal procedure and punishment,
  - relating to protective orders; relating to permanent orders;
    relating to unlawful sexual relations .......................................... 138
- eligibility requirements for medicaid,
  - allowing a collateral assignment of the proceeds of life
insurance policies ................................................................. 85

health care finance,
   relating to updating references and corresponding changes
due to transfer of powers and duties from the Kansas health
   policy authority and hospital provider assessment ............. 102

licensure of maternity centers and child care facilities .......... 99

prescription of drugs,
   relating to controlled substances, electronic prescription and
   the prescription monitoring program .................................. 107

relating to education and screening for congenital
   hypothyroidism, galactosemia, phenylketonuria and other
   genetic diseases and disorders,
   creating the Kansas newborn screening fund ....................... 114

speech-language pathologists and audiologists,
   licensing and regulation moved to department on aging ...... 100

storage tank act, Kansas,
   underground storage tank fund ......................................... 22

water,
   debt authorization for water districts .................................. 29

Health and environment, department of—division of environment;
appropriations ........................................................................ 175

Health and environment, department of—division of health;
appropriations ......................................................................... 175

Health and environment, department of—division of health care
   finance;
appropriations ........................................................................ 175
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consolidating all disability waiver and mental health services
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the new agency; and renaming the department of social and
rehabilitation services as the department for children and
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rules and regulations filing act,
   notice period for certain rules and regulations ..................... 61

Health and environment, secretary of;
oil and gas .............................................................................. 170
Health benefit plan; health insurance for firefighters, continuation of .......................................................... 152

Health care association, Kansas; adult care homes, relating to licensure and adult care home administrators .......... 113
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university of Kansas medical center ...................................................... 3
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Health information; confidentiality of health information ............................................................... 117

Health insurance for firefighters; continuation of .................................................................................... 152

Health maintenance organizations; insurance, examination of organizations and providers ................................. 72
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Health, public; adult care homes, relating to licensure and adult care home administrators .......... 113
agriculture, relating to the Kansas department of agriculture; changes due to the establishment of the division of animal health, the agriculture marketing and promotions program and the division of conservation; agricultural boards and advisory bodies .................................................................................... 140
agriculture, department of, relating to the duties of the secretary of agriculture;
inspections; licensing .............................................................. 145
confidentiality of health information ........................................... 117
domestic relations,
  enacting the batterer intervention program certification act;
  relating to case management; recodification of the Kansas
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emergency care or assistance at the scene of an emergency or
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  concerning certain contracts by the board of healing arts
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health and environment, department of,
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  hypothyroidism, galactosemia, phenylketonuria and other
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medical care facilities,
  relating to abortion; sterilization ........................................... 112
oil and gas ............................................................................. 170
pharmacists,
  dispensing prescriptions ..................................................... 121
reconciling amendments to certain statutes and making certain
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Heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) contractors,
  plumbers, and electricians;
  experience requirements for certain contractors ..................... 43
Helping schools license plates;
  motor vehicles,
  distinctive license plates; temporary vehicle registration
  permits ................................................................. 130
High-density at-risk pupil weighting;
  education ................................................................. 159
Highway maintenance and construction program;
  motor fuel tax,
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Highway patrol, Kansas;
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Highways;
  designating a part of K-9 highway as the David Mee memorial
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highway ................................................................. 34
designating a portion of Kansas highway 79 as the Barnes brothers memorial highway ........................................ 31
designating a portion of United States highway 75 as the Floyd H. Robinson memorial highway ...................... 12
designating part of K-99 as the Frankfort Boys World War II Memorial highway .............................................. 9
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motor fuel tax,
  long-term feasibility study ........................................ 73
roads and bridges,
  memorial bridges; designating bridge no. 060 on United States highway 77 in Marshall county as the SP4 Michael T. Martin memorial bridge; designating bridge no. 054 on United States highway 36 in Marshall county as the SGT Joseph A. Zutterman Jr. memorial bridge ........................................... 124
Historic consumptive water use;
  water,  
    water right transition assistance program .................. 105
Historical society, state;
  appropriations .................................................... 175
HMOs;
  insurance,
    examination of organizations and providers .............. 72
Home address and home ownership;
  open records act, Kansas,
    information concerning law enforcement officers ........ 147
Home and community based services programs;
  concerning individuals with disabilities ................... 163
Home-owned amusement rides;
  amusement rides,
    regulation of home-owned amusement rides ............. 123
Homeowners associations ........................................ 139
Homestead property tax refunds;
  taxation,
    relating to income tax, rate for individuals, credits, deductions and income determination; severance tax, exemptions; homestead property tax refunds; food sales tax refund ............. 135
Chapter

Horton, city of;
military board, Kansas,
conveyance of certain property; transfer of Horton armory
to city of Horton ................................................................. 37

Hospital provider assessment;
health care finance,
relating to updating references and corresponding changes
due to transfer of powers and duties from the Kansas health
policy authority and hospital provider assessment .................... 102

Hospitals;
KAN-ED ................................................................................. 173

Hospitals and other facilities;
medical care facilities,
relating to abortion; sterilization ............................................ 112

Hotels, lodging houses and restaurants;
agriculture, department of,
relating to the duties of the secretary of agriculture;
inspections; licensing .......................................................... 145

Housing developments;
property taxation,
exemptions; certain housing on military installations .......... 82

Housing loan deposit program, Kansas;
relating to the building or rehabilitation of adult care homes 158

Housing on military installations;
property taxation,
exemptions; certain housing on military installations .......... 82

Housing resources corporation, Kansas;
appropriations ................................................................. 175

Human rights commission, Kansas;
appropriations ................................................................. 175

Humane slaughter act;
agriculture, department of,
relating to the duties of the secretary of agriculture;
inspections; licensing .......................................................... 145

Hunting;
hunting and fishing,
relating to use of land; relating to penalties; the department
of wildlife, parks and tourism; relating to licenses .......... 154
wildlife,
carrying a handgun while lawfully hunting .......................... 49
Hunting and fishing;
wildlife, parks and tourism, Kansas department of,
updating references and corresponding changes due to
transfer of powers and duties from the department of commerce ..... 47
Hydraulic fracturing;
energy.
state corporation commission, powers and duties ......................... 101

I
I’m pet friendly license plates;
motor vehicles,
distinctive license plates; temporary vehicle registration
permits .................................................................................................. 130
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elections and campaign finance .......................................................... 122
Ignition interlock device;
driving,
relating to fines; creating the crime of refusing to submit
to a test to determine the presence of alcohol or drugs;
relating to driver’s licenses; driving under the influence;
administrative penalties; crimes, punishment and criminal
procedure ....................................................................................... 172
Income tax;
concerning the arts,
creating the creative arts industries commission within the
department of commerce; transferring the powers, functions
and duties from the Kansas arts commission and the Kansas
film services commission to the Kansas creative arts
industries commission; abolishing the Kansas arts
commission and the Kansas film services commission;
creating the arts industries commission checkoff ....................... 111
criminal procedure,
relating to aid to indigent defendants; disclosure of tax
information by department of revenue ........................................... 146
taxation,
relating to income tax, rate for individuals, credits,
deductions and income determination; severance tax,
exemptions; homestead property tax refunds; food sales
tax refund ........................................................................................... 135
Chapter

Income withholding;
  child support,
    relating to collection of support payments ...................................... 131

Indian tribes;
  elections and campaign finance ...................................................... 122

Indigent defendants;
  criminal procedure,
    relating to aid to indigent defendants; disclosure of tax
    information by department of revenue ........................................... 146
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  appropriations ................................................................................ 175
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  education ....................................................................................... 159

Individual drink;
  alcoholic beverages ........................................................................ 144

Individual plan for success;
  postsecondary technical education,
    career technical education programs and workforce grants .......... 168

Individuals with disabilities;
  concerning individuals with disabilities ......................................... 163

Infants;
  health and environment, department of,
    relating to education and screening for congenital
    hypothyroidism, galactosemia, phenylketonuria and other
    genetic diseases and disorders; creating the Kansas
    newborn screening fund ................................................................ 114

Information technology services, office of;
  geographic information, systems and services,
    establishing the Kansas geographic information systems
    policy board and the office of state geographic information
    systems officer .............................................................................. 174
  KAN-ED ....................................................................................... 173

Inspections;
  agriculture, department of,
Chapter

relating to the duties of the secretary of agriculture; inspections; licensing .................................................. 145

Inspections and audits;
   veterinary practice act,
      records inspection fee; powers of the board of veterinary examiners; grounds to suspend or revoke a license ......................... 10
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   education .................................................................................................................. 159

Insurance;
   costs for examination of an insurance company ......................... 137
      eligibility requirements for medicaid,
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   examination of organizations and providers ........................................ 72
   health care finance,
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   intellectual disability,
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   risk-based capital requirements for certain insurers ......................... 19
   taxation,
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act; relating to case management; recodification of the 
Kansas family law code ....................................................................................... 162 
driving, 
relating to fines; creating the crime of refusing to submit 
to a test to determine the presence of alcohol or drugs; 
relating to driver’s licenses; driving under the influence; 
administrative penalties; crimes, punishment and criminal 
procedure ............................................................................................................ 172 
offender registration act, Kansas, 
amending and repealing certain sections ......................................................... 149 

Official state festivals: 
classifying the official state wheat festival, 
official state watermelon festival ........................................................................ 104 

Oil and gas; 
an act making and concerning appropriations for fiscal years 
ending June 30, 2012, June 30, 2013, June 30, 2014, June 30, 2015, 
and June 30, 2016, for state agencies, 
authorizing and directing payment of certain claims against 
the state; authorizing certain transfers, capital improvement 
projects and fees imposing certain restrictions and 
limitations, and directing or authorizing certain receipts, 
disbursements, procedures and acts incidental to the 
foregoing .............................................................................................................. 175 
energy,
state corporation commission, powers and duties .................................. 101

Oil and gas valuation depletion trust fund;
oil and gas ........................................................................................... 170

Ombudsman of corrections;
department of corrections,
relating to the ombudsman of corrections; transfer or
discharge of certain offenders; reception and diagnostic
unit; Topeka correctional facility .......................................................... 148

Omnibus appropriations act of 2012;
an act making and concerning appropriations for fiscal years
ending June 30, 2012, June 30, 2013, June 30, 2014, June 30, 2015,
and June 30, 2016, for state agencies,
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One map act, Kansas;
geographic information, systems and services,
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Open records;
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relating to open records .......................................................... 103

Open records act, Kansas;
information concerning law enforcement officers ....................... 147
public records,
legislative review of exceptions to disclosure ....................... 14
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regulation of,
  optometry law ................................................................. 8

Optometry, board of examiners in;
appropriations ................................................................. 175
optometry law ........................................................................ 8

Optometry law ........................................................................ 8

Optometry litigation fund;
creating,
  optometry law; state treasury ........................................... 8

Ordinances;
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  publication of certain ordinances ....................................... 46

Pages, legislative;
  legislature ........................................................................... 5

Parental consent;
  public health,
    relating to emergency care or assistance at the scene
    of an emergency or accident, concerning certain contracts
    by the board of healing arts with persons licensed to
    practice the healing arts .......................................................... 116

Parenting time;
  domestic relations,
    enacting the batterer intervention program certification act;
    relating to case management; recodification of the Kansas
    family law code ........................................................................ 162

Parks and recreation;
  motor vehicles,
    parks and recreation motor vehicle permits ......................... 164

Parks and tourism;
  wildlife, parks and tourism, Kansas department of,
    updating references and corresponding changes due to
    transfer of powers and duties from the department of
    commerce ........................................................................ 47

Parole;
  crimes, criminal procedure and punishment,
    payment of board of indigents’ services fees; parole
    revocation proceedings .......................................................... 30
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Parole board, Kansas;
crimes, punishment and criminal procedure,
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prisoner review board,
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self-service storage act
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animal health

Pharmacists and pharmacies;
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dispensing prescriptions
prescription of drugs,
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relating to controlled substances, electronic prescription
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  appropriations .................................................................................. 175
  prescription of drugs,
  relating to controlled substances, electronic prescription
  and the prescription monitoring program ........................................... 107
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  health and environment, department of,
  relating to education and screening for congenital
  hypothyroidism, galactosemia, phenylketonuria and other
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Pleadings and discovery;
  civil procedure .................................................................................. 35
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  judicial process .................................................................................. 143
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postrelease supervision; conditions for sex offenders ....................... 70
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insurance ............................................................................................... 44
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appropriations ..................................................................................... 175
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criminal history record check ............................................................ 20
state agencies .................................................................................. 74
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education ........................................................................................ 159
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program ................................................................................................. 118

Postsecondary technical education;
career technical education programs and workforce grants .............. 168
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Pregnancy;
medical care facilities,
relating to abortion; sterilization ...................................................... 112
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Prescription drugs;
pharmacists,
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offenders ............................................................................................. 150
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Private rights of action;
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domestic relations,
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courts,
court fees and costs; judicial branch surcharge fund .............. 66
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crimes, criminal procedure and punishment,
relating to protective orders; relating to permanent orders;
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domestic relations,
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driving,
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  administrative penalties; crimes, punishment and criminal
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  relating to a product liability claim arising from an alleged
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  court fees and costs; judicial branch surcharge fund ............... 66

Proceedings before trial;
  crimes, punishment and criminal procedure,
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  sheriffs,
  fees ..................................................................................... 151
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**Product liability claims;**
product liability act, Kansas,
relating to a product liability claim arising from an alleged
defect in a used product ................................................................. 129
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creating ............................................................................................... 142

**Professional employer organizations;**
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**Professional licenses;**
adult care homes,
relating to licensure and adult care home administrators ........... 113
licenses and permits,
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**Professional malpractice;**
civil procedure,
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**Property;**
appraisal of real property prior to state purchase or disposition,
relating to open records ................................................................. 103
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conveyance of certain property; transfer of Horton armory
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personal and real property,
self-service storage act ................................................................. 169
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concerning the proceeds from the sale of surplus real estate;
relating to the selling and purchasing of land ............................ 165

**Property tax;**
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matters ................................................................................................. 126

**Property taxation;**
exemptions,
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crimes, punishment and criminal procedure,
discovery; certain visual depictions; interference with
judicial process ............................................................................. 143
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Protection from abuse:
  crimes, criminal procedure and punishment,
  relating to protective orders; relating to permanent orders;
  relating to unlawful sexual relations .................................................. 138

Protection from stalking:
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  retirement and benefits,
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  agriculture,
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bodies ........................................................................................................ 140

agriculture, department of,
relating to the duties of the secretary of agriculture;
inspections; licensing ........................................................................ 145
civil procedure,
malpractice liability screening panels ........................................ 67
confidentiality of health information ............................................. 117
courts,
court fees and costs; judicial branch surcharge fund ..................... 66
dental care ............................................................................................ 109
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enacting the batterer intervention program certification act;
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emergency care or assistance at the scene of an emergency
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concerning certain contracts by the board of healing arts
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hypothyroidism, galactosemia, phenylketonuria and
other genetic diseases and disorders; creating the Kansas
newborn screening fund ................................................................... 114
health care finance,
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policy authority and hospital provider assessment ....................... 102
health care providers,
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providing for a change in terminology in the statutes from
the terms mental retardation, handicap and similar terms to
the term intellectual disability and similar terms ....................... 91
medical care facilities,
relating to abortion; sterilization .................................................... 112
mental health information,
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oil and gas .................................................................................. 170
optometry law .............................................................................. 8
pharmacists,
    dispensing prescriptions ..................................................... 121
prescription of drugs,
    relating to controlled substances, electronic prescription
    and the prescription monitoring program .............................. 107
reconciling amendments to certain statutes and making certain
    technical changes related thereto ........................................... 166
speech-language pathologists and audiologists ..................... 100
storage tank act, Kansas,
    underground storage tank fund ........................................... 22
taxation,
    relating to income tax, rate for individuals, credits, deductions
    and income determination; severance tax, exemptions;
    homestead property tax refunds; food sales tax refund .......... 135
wildlife, parks and tourism, Kansas department of,
    updating references and corresponding changes due to
    transfer of powers and duties from the department of
    commerce ............................................................................... 47
Public livestock markets;
    agriculture,
        animal health ................................................................... 125
Public organic record;
    uniform commercial code,
        secured transactions ......................................................... 84
Public pension plans;
    retirement and benefits,
        relating to the Kansas public employees retirement system
        and systems thereunder; employer affiliation, participation
        by certain employees and contribution rate; applicability
        of certain federal internal revenue code provisions ............. 11
Public records, documents and information;
    appraisal of real property prior to state purchase or disposition,
    relating to open records .......................................................... 103
corrections, department of,
    relating to the ombudsman of corrections; transfer or
    discharge of certain offenders; reception and diagnostic unit;
    Topeka correctional facility .................................................. 148
open records act, Kansas, information concerning law enforcement officers ...................... 147
public records, legislative review of exceptions to disclosure ........................................ 14

Public utilities;
agriculture, relating to the Kansas department of agriculture; changes due to the establishment of the division of animal health, the agriculture marketing and promotions program and the division of conservation; agricultural boards and advisory bodies ................................................................. 140
energy, state corporation commission, powers and duties ........................................ 101
KAN-ED .................................................................................................................. 173
natural gas public utilities cooperatives, certain, deregulation ............................................. 71
utilities, relating to the Kansas corporation commission; rules and regulations .................................................. 23

Public venues;
alcoholic beverages ........................................................................................................ 144

Public warehouseman;
agriculture, department of, relating to the duties of the secretary of agriculture; inspections; licensing ......................................................... 145

Public works construction;
competitive bidding, relating to purchase of motor vehicles by state agencies; enacting the competitive bid protection act ........................................ 153

Publication of certain ordinances;
cities ........................................................................................................................................ 46

Pupils;
education .......................................................................................................................... 155

Purchases;
competitive bidding, relating to purchase of motor vehicles by state agencies; enacting the competitive bid protection act ........................................ 153
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Racing and gaming commission, Kansas;
appropriations .............................................................. 175

Railway cars;
alcoholic beverages .................................................. 144

Real estate;
abstracters,
  license fees ................................................................. 95
appraisal management company registration act, Kansas,
  enacting ................................................................. 93
appraisal of real property prior to state purchase or disposition,
  relating to open records ............................................... 103
homeowners associations ................................................. 139
proceeds from the sale of surplus real estate,
  relating to the selling and purchasing of land .............. 165
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appraisal management company registration act, Kansas,
  enacting ................................................................. 93
appropriations .............................................................. 175

Real estate assessment rolls;
county clerks and county appraisers ............................. 53

Real estate commission, Kansas;
appropriations .............................................................. 175
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retirement and pensions,
  relating to the Kansas public employees retirement system
  and systems thereunder; enacting the Kansas public
  employees retirement system act of 2015; providing terms,
  conditions, requirements, benefits and contributions related
  thereto; relating to employer and employee contributions;
  member election; employment after retirement; plan of death
  and long-term disability benefits; members of legislature, rate
  of compensation; retirement benefit options; fiscal notes on
  bills that provide retirement benefit enhancements, actuarial
  cost; sale of real estate of state agencies, disposition of
  proceeds to KPERS fund; authorized transfers from expanded
  lottery act revenues fund; making certain appropriations for
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Real property;
military board, Kansas,
  conveyance of certain property; transfer of Horton armory
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Reception and diagnostic unit;
    department of corrections,
    relating to the ombudsman of corrections; transfer or
discharge of certain offenders; reception and diagnostic
unit; Topeka correctional facility ........................................ 148

Recodification of the Kansas family law code;
    domestic relations,
    enacting the batterer intervention program certification act;
    relating to case management .................................................. 162

Reconciling amendments to certain statutes and making certain
technical changes related thereto ........................................... 166

Records;
    open records act, Kansas,
    information concerning law enforcement officers .................. 147
    public records,
    legislative review of exceptions to disclosure ...................... 14

Records and instruments;
    uniform commercial code,
    secured transactions ............................................................ 84

Records inspection;
    veterinary practice act,
    records inspection fee; powers of the board of veterinary
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    matters .......................................................................................... 126
    wildlife, parks and tourism, Kansas department of,
    updating references and corresponding changes due to
    transfer of powers and duties from the department of
    commerce ..................................................................................... 47
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    economic development,
    concerning the STAR bonds financing act; relating to the
    provisions regarding STAR bond projects; extending the
    sunset date; regarding bond interest rates ............................... 167

Refusing to submit to a test to determine the presence of alcohol
    or drugs;
    driving,
    relating to fines; creating the crime of refusing to submit to
    a test to determine the presence of alcohol or drugs;
relating to driver’s licenses; driving under the influence; 
administrative penalties; crimes, punishment and criminal 
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appropriations .......................................................... 175
education .................................................................. 159
KAN-ED .................................................................. 173
postsecondary technical education, 
career technical education programs and workforce grants ........ 168
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 motor vehicles, 
 relating to certain antique license plates; providing for 
registration decals .......................................................... 45

Registration of offenders; 
 offender registration act, Kansas, 
 amending and repealing certain sections ......................... 149

Regulations; 
 rules and regulations filing act, 
 notice period for certain rules and regulations ...................... 61

Reinsurance limits for mortgage guaranty insurance companies .... 55

Remedial courses; 
 postsecondary technical education, 
career technical education programs and workforce grants .......... 168

Renewable energy; 
 energy, 
 state corporation commission, powers and duties ................. 101

Reporting of disappearance or death of a child; 
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 reporting of disappearance or death of a child; interference 
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Resale of used products; 
 product liability act, Kansas, 
 relating to a product liability claim arising from an alleged 
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Reservoir improvement district act; 
 water, 
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 motor vehicles,
distinctive license plates; temporary vehicle registration permits ................................................................. 130

Restricted licenses;
drivers' licenses,
relating to commercial drivers' licenses, exempting drivers with military commercial driving experience from testing requirements; restricted licenses ........................................ 132

Retirement and benefits;
public employees retirement system, Kansas,
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alternative investments ......................................................... 96
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retirement and benefits,
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alternative investments ......................................................... 96
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Royalty funds; 
motor vehicles, 
distinctive license plates; temporary vehicle registration 
permits ............................................................................................ 130

Rules and regulations; 
eligibility requirements for medicaid, 
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insurance policies .............................................................................85 
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health care finance, 
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definitions ..................................................................................... 27
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